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1 Introduction

The advent of X-ray Free-Electron Lasers (XFELs) opens up new and previously
inaccessible research directions in physical and chemical sciences. One of the
major scopes is the utilization of XFEL radiation in diffractive imaging experi-
ments. Collecting single-shot x-ray diffraction patterns with the ultrashort, cur-
rently down to a few femtoseconds, x-ray pulses of extremely high brilliance at
an XFEL allows the conventional damage limit in imaging of non-crystalline bi-
ological samples to be circumvented.1 Experiments at the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) confirmed the feasibility of utilizing XFELs for femtosecond
single-shot imaging of non-crystalline biological specimens2 as well as for fem-
tosecond nanocrystallography of proteins.3

These results provide important steps on the path towards the paramount
goal of atomically (picometer and femtoseconds) resolved diffractive imaging of
structures and ultrafast structural dynamics during chemical reactions of even sin-
gle molecules. However, the path toward this goal, often nicknamed as “record-
ing of a molecular movie”, is still long and many challenges have to be overcome
in order to achieve the required spatio-temporalresolution.4,5 The usually pro-
posed experimental approach is to provide identical molecules, delivered in a
liquid or gaseous stream to the focus of an XFEL.6,7 Since the high single-shot
XFEL intensity by far exceeds the damage threshold of single molecules, the
molecules have to be replenished in each shot. Single-molecule diffraction data
has to be collected for many shots with the molecule at many different orienta-
tions in order to fill up the three-dimensional diffraction volume. The relative
orientation of single-molecule diffraction patterns from distinct shots could be
determined computationally from the diffraction patterns themselves provided
that the single-molecule diffraction signal is well above noise.8–10 However, one
of the main issues in single-molecule x-ray diffraction experiments is the weak
scattering signal from single molecules, which, so far, is too weak to allow for
orientation classification solely from the diffraction pattern, even at the high in-
tensities of the novel XFELs. Therefore, diffraction data has to be recorded and
averaged for many shots with the molecule at the same, pre-imposed alignment
and/or orientation ∗ in space in order to obtain an interpretable diffraction pat-
tern above noise. Strong molecular alignment in the laboratory frame can be
achieved, for instance, through adiabatic laser alignment, while orientation re-
quires additional dc electric fields.11–14. Alignment and orientation can be varied
easily by controlling the the alignment laser polarization and, in case orienta-
tion is utilized as well, the direction of the dc field. Utilizing ensembles of such
aligned molecules allows for averaging of many identical patterns, similar to re-
cent experiments exploiting electron diffraction from CF3I [15] or photoelectron
imaging of 1-ethynyl-4-fluorobenzene16,17 and dibromobenzene.18

An obstacle to this concept is that complex large molecules typically exist in
various structural isomers, e. g., conformers, which are often difficult to separate
due to the small energy difference and low barriers between them. However,
to achieve atomic-resolution in diffractive imaging experiments they have to be
analyzed separately. We have proposed7 to solve this by spatially separating

∗Alignment refers to fixing one or more molecular axes in space, while orientation refers to breaking
of the corresponding up-down symmetry.
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shapes,19 sizes,20 or individual isomers21–23 of the molecules before delivery to
the interaction point of the experiment. These pre-selected ensembles can be
efficiently, one- and three-dimensionally, aligned or oriented in the laboratory
frame.13,24,25

Here, we give a detailed account of an x-ray diffraction experiment of en-
sembles of isolated gas-phase molecules at the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS).26 Cold, state-selected, and aligned ensembles of the prototypical
molecule 2,5-diiodobenzonitrile (C7H3I2N, DIBN) were irradiated with XFEL
pulses with a photon energy of 2 keV (λ = 620 pm) and x-ray diffraction data
was recorded and analyzed. DIBN was utilized for this proof-of-principle ex-
periment because it contains two heavy atoms (iodine) and it can be laser-aligned
along an axis almost exactly coinciding with the iodine-iodine axis. Therefore, as
the two-center iodine-iodine interference dominates the scattering signal, the ex-
periment resembles Young’s double slit on the atomic level. We achieved strong
laser-alignment of the ensemble of DIBN molecules which allowed for averaging
of many patterns from these weakly scattering molecules.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In section 2 the experimental setup
is introduced. This includes details on the preparation of the molecular sample
for the x-ray diffraction experiment: we present measurements of the molecular
beam deflection profiles and two-dimensional ion-momentum distributions from
which the molecular alignment of DIBN is quantified. In addition, the process
of data acquisition, background subtraction, and spatial single-photon counting
with the pnCCD photon detector27,28 is outlined very briefly, while a comprehen-
sive explanation of all the steps involved in the procedure of conditioning and
correcting the x-ray diffraction data is given in Appendix A. The theory behind
the numerical simulations of x-ray diffraction intensities to be compared with the
experimental diffraction data is outlined in section 3. In section 4 the experi-
mental results are presented and the manuscript concludes with a summary of the
experimental findings and an outlook on future experiments in section 5.

2 Experimental

2.1 Experimental setup

The experiment was performed at the Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
(AMO) beamline29,30 of LCLS,31 using the CAMP (CFEL-ASG Multi-Purpose)
experimental chamber.27,32 The CAMP instrument was equipped with a state-
of-the-art molecular beam setup providing gas-phase ensembles of cold and
quantum-state selected target molecules.20–24 For the x-ray diffraction experi-
ment, a photon energy of 2 keV (λ = 620 pm) was used, which is the maxi-
mum photon energy available at AMO. The 2 keV x-ray pulses were focussed
by a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror system into the CAMP experimental cham-
ber, which was attached to the High Field Physics (HFP) chamber at the AMO
beamline. The CAMP instrument contains multiple detectors to detect photons,
electrons, and ions simultaneously and it is described in detail elsewhere.27

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup inside CAMP.
During the experiment, a pulsed molecular beam was formed by a supersonic
expansion of a mixture of a few mbar of DIBN and 50 bar of helium (He) into
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental setup inside the CAMP experimental
chamber. The molecular beam, created by supersonic expansion of DIBN and He from
the Even-Lavie valve on the left, enters the deflector and quantum-state selected
molecules are delivered to the interaction point. In the center of the velocity map imaging
spectrometer (VMI) the molecular beam is crossed by the laser beams copropagating
from right to left. The direct laser beams pass through a gap in the pnCCD photon
detectors that are used to record the x-ray diffraction pattern. The upper pnCCD panel is
further away from the beam axis than the bottom panel in order to cover a wider range of
scattering angles. The inlet on the upper left shows a cross section of the electrostatic
beam deflector along the propagation direction of the molecular beam. The inlet on the
lower edge illustrates the two significant lengthscales of the x-ray diffraction experiment,
namely the molecular structure of DIBN with the iodine-iodine distance and the x-ray
wavelength. The molecular structure of DIBN was obtained from ab initio calculations
(GAMESS-US, 33 MP2/6-311G**), which predict a value of 700 pm for the iodine-iodine
distance. Figure reproduced from ref. 26.

vacuum through an Even-Lavie valve.34 The target molecules were cooled to
low rotational temperatures of ∼1 K in the early stage of the expansion by colli-
sions with the He seed gas.35,36 Traveling through the electrostatic deflector, the
molecules were dispersed along the vertical (y) axis according to their effective
dipole moment, i. e., their quantum state. The deflector consists of two 24 cm-
long electrodes, a cylindrical rod electrode at the top and a trough electrode at
the bottom. The vertical distance between the two electrodes in the horizontal
center of the deflector is 2.3 mm. By application of high static electric poten-
tials of ±10 kV to the top and bottom electrodes, a strong inhomogeneous static
electric field was created with an electric field strength of 120 kV/cm and an
electric field gradient of 250 kV/cm2 in the center of the deflector as depicted in
the inlet of Figure 1. Quantum-state selection via the deflector is achieved due
to the different Stark effect of distinct quantum states (vide infra). Furthermore,
spatial separation of polar DIBN and non-polar He seed gas in the deflector was
utilized to reduce the scattering background from the He in the x-ray diffraction
experiment.
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After passing through the deflector, the quantum-state dispersed molecular
beam entered the detection chamber where it was crossed by three pulsed laser
beams: Pulses from a Nd:YAG laser (YAG, 12 ns (FWHM), λ = 1064 nm,
EI = 200 mJ, ω0 = 63 µm, I0 ≈ 2.5 · 1011 W/cm2) were used to align the
ensemble of target molecules. The second laser, a Ti:Sapphire laser (TSL, 60 fs
(FWHM), 800 nm, EI = 400 µJ, ω0 = 40 µm, I0 ≈ 2.5 · 1014 W/cm2) was
used to ionize DIBN in order to optimize the molecular beam and the alignment
without the LCLS beam. X-ray pulses from LCLS (100 fs, estimated from elec-
tron bunch length and pulse duration measurements,37 λ = 620 pm, EI = 4 mJ,
ω = 30 µm, I0 ≈ 2 · 1015 W/cm2) were used to probe the ensemble of aligned
DIBN. We deliberately worked out-of-focus of the x-ray beam at low fluence in
order to mitigate electronic38–40 and nuclear damage processes.41 The x-ray pho-
tons diffracted from the ensemble were collected by the pnCCD photon detector
at a distance (i. e., camera length) of 71 mm. 35% of the generated 1.25 · 1013

x-ray photons/pulse were estimated to be transported to the experiment.42 The
two panels of the pnCCD detector were opened by a significant amount in or-
der to cover large scattering angles, i. e., the top pnCCD panel was moved by
44 mm (covering scattering angles of 31◦ ≤ 2Θ ≤ 50◦) and the bottom panel to
a distance of 17 mm (13◦ ≤ 2Θ ≤ 38◦) from the z-axis. All three laser beams
were co-propagating, overlapped using dichroic (1064 nm and 800 nm) and ho-
ley (x-ray and infrared beams) mirrors. After intersecting the sample the lasers
finally left the setup through a gap between the two panels of the pnCCD cam-
era and another holey mirror in the back of the CAMP chamber to separate the
laser beams again. Straylight from the optical lasers was reduced using a set of
apertures mounted in a small tube directly in front of the interaction zone (named
“light baffling tube” in Figure 1). A similar light baffling tube was mounted
downstream the interaction zone, reaching between the two pnCCD panels and
containing a similar set of apertures in order to suppress straylight from optical or
x-ray photons impinging from the back of the CAMP chamber onto the back of
the pnCCD panels. In addition, the front side (i. e., the side facing the interaction
zone) of each pnCCD panel was covered using aluminum-coated filters in order
to further suppress straylight from the optical lasers.

The CAMP chamber was equipped with a dual velocity-map-imaging (VMI)
spectrometer in order to measure two-dimensional ion momentum distributions
in the x-z plane, resulting from Coulomb explosion due to absorption of one or a
few x-ray photons (or optical photons in case the TSL was utilized to probe the
molecular alignment).27 Operation of the VMI spectrometer as an ion time-of-
flight (TOF) spectrometer in quasi-Wiley-McLaren configuration43 allowed for
mass selective detection of individual ionic fragments.

The x-ray diffraction experiment was performed with LCLS running at a rep-
etition rate of 60 Hz while the YAG was running at 30 Hz. Hence, a dataset con-
tains shots of aligned and randomly oriented molecules in an alternating manner.
All diffraction measurements were conducted in the deflected part of the molecu-
lar beam, i. e., at (nearly) optimal molecular alignment (vide infra). In the follow-
ing, experimental results concerning preparation of the molecular ensemble for
the x-ray diffraction experiment are presented, namely quantum-state selection
by deflection and laser-alignment.
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Fig. 2 I+ ion momentum distributions recorded with the ion-VMI and MCP detector
when the TSL (a,b) or the LCLS (c, d) was used to ionize and Coulomb explode the
molecules. In (a, c) cylindrically symmetric distributions from isotropic ensembles are
observed (the images are slightly distorted due to varying detector efficiencies). In (b, d)
the horizontal alignment of the molecules, induced by the YAG, is clearly visible. In all
measurements the YAG and the LCLS are linearly polarized along the x-axis, i. e.,
parallel to the detector plane, and the TSL is linearly polarized along the y-axis, i. e.,
perpendicular to the detector plane. Figure reproduced from ref. 26.

2.2 Quantum-state selection and laser alignment

The benefit of quantum-state selection prior to laser alignment for cold ensem-
bles of asymmetric top molecules13 was exploited in our experiment in order to
obtain strong alignment of the molecular sample for the x-ray diffraction exper-
iment. For a large asymmetric top molecule such as DIBN, all populated rota-
tional states in the molecular beam are so-called high-field-seeking (hfs) states.
Molecules in these states are deflected towards increasing electric field strength,
i. e., upwards along the y-axis.24,44 The lowest states typically exhibit the largest
Stark energy shift and, thus, the strongest deflection. Quantum-state selection
is very beneficial for laser-alignment: As the lowest-lying states experience a
stronger angular confinement in the electric field of a linearly polarized align-
ment laser, selection of the lowest-lying states prior to alignment significantly
improves the degree of alignment.13,24,25

When the linearly polarized YAG was included, DIBN molecules aligned
along their most-polarizable axis, which is nearly coincident with the iodine-
iodine (I–I) axis. Utilizing Coulomb explosion imaging of aligned DIBN, in-
duced by either the TSL or the FEL, strong alignment of DIBN ensembles
was confirmed by two-dimensional momentum distributions of I+ ions (which
recoil along the iodine-iodine axis) recorded with the velocity-map imaging
(VMI) spectrometer. Figure 2 shows corresponding I+ momentum distributions,
recorded with (YAG) and without (NoYAG) the YAG alignment laser. In the
NoYAG case, the I+ images are circularly symmetric corresponding to an en-
semble of isotropically-distributed molecules. The circularly symmetric image
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alignment of DIBN in terms of 〈cos2 θ2D〉 (right vertical axis) at different positions in the
deflected molecular beam illustrates the dispersion of quantum states (red). Considering
the best compromise between degree of alignment and sufficient molecular beam density
of target molecules, the x-ray diffraction experiment was performed at y = 1.8 mm
(〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.877), not at the position where the highest degree of alignment was
observed, i. e., 〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.894 at y = 2 mm.

Figure 2 c, obtained following ionization with the horizontally polarized FEL
also demonstrated that the interaction of the far-off resonant radiation with the
molecule was independent of the angle between the molecular axis and the x-
ray polarization direction: The x rays were a practically unbiased ideal probe of
spatial orientation of molecules. Including the YAG laser, I+ ions were strongly
confined along the polarization axis of the YAG. The two distinct pairs of peaks
in the TSL case correspond to two distinct ionization channels yielding I+ ions
from doubly and triply ionized molecules.45 The degree of alignment is quan-
tified by calculating 〈cos2 θ2D〉, where θ2D is the angle with respect to the laser
polarization axis in the projected, two-dimensional I+ momentum distributions.

The deflector was utilized to improve the degree of alignment by quantum-
state selection of the lowest states. Figure 3 shows molecular beam density pro-
files obtained by measuring the I+ signal probed at distinct positions along the
y-axis when the deflector was off (blue) or on (green, 20 kV). Both graphs were
normalized to the peak intensity. Only the upper part of the molecular beam was
probed. The different deflection of distinct quantum states in the molecular beam
leads to a shift of the beam profile as is shown in Figure 3. The corresponding
dispersion of quantum states can be illustrated by recording I+ momentum distri-
butions at distinct positions: as expected, the degree of alignment is significantly
enhanced in the deflected part of the molecular beam. The resulting 〈cos2 θ2D〉

values are depicted by the red graph of Figure 3 and the enhanced alignment in
the deflected part of the molecular beam is obvious. The strongest alignment,
quantified by 〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.894, was obtained at y = 2 mm. However, to uti-
lize a higher beam density, the x-ray diffraction experiment was performed at
y = 1.8 mm. At this position the degree of alignment was only slightly smaller
(〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.877), but the molecular beam density was still 60 % of the unde-
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flected beam density, whereas it was only 20 % at y = 2 mm.
During the x-ray diffraction experiment, the YAG polarization was rotated to

α = −60◦ with respect to the horizontal axis. The alignment was probed repeat-
edly over the course of the x-ray diffraction measurement period of ∼ 8 h and the
average degree of alignment was 〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.84, mainly due to variations of
the overlap of the YAG and FEL pulses. The degree of alignment is in agreement
with measurements of adiabatic alignment of quantum-state selected ensembles
of similar molecules13,25 and matches requirements for diffraction experiments
on aligned molecules.7,15

2.3 X-ray diffraction data acquisition

A comprehensive description of the data conditioning procedure is given in Ap-
pendix A. In summary, single shot x-ray diffraction data was recorded by the
pnCCD detectors and saved to file. Several sources of background signals (off-
set, gain, experimental background from the YAG alignment laser, etc.) and de-
tector artifacts (“hot-pixels”, etc.) were subtracted from the data by utilizing the
CFEL-ASG Software Suite (CASS).32 Eventually, single x-ray photon hits were
extracted by application of a 3σ-threshold to these “clean” single-shot pnCCD
data frames. This procedure yields 0.2 x-ray photons per shot (i. e., on average
only one scattered x-ray photon in five shots) that are scattered to the pnCCD
detector. These photons are placed in a histogram which represents the molecu-
lar diffraction pattern obtained from aligned (labelled “YAG”) and isotropically
distributed (“NoYAG”) ensembles of DIBN molecules.

3 Simulation of x-ray diffraction intensities

Diffraction intensities from ensembles of aligned and not-aligned DIBN
molecules and the He seed gas were simulated for comparison with the exper-
imental data. Unless stated otherwise, the underlying theory is either explicitly
given by the book of Als-Nielsen & McMorrow46 or was derived from there.47

X-ray scattering off ensembles of isolated molecules is very weak and hence
the kinematical approximation (first Born approximation) is assumed to be valid,
meaning that multiple scattering of a single photon is highly unlikely and can be
neglected. For all calculations, the interaction point is regarded as the origin of
the coordinate system. Then, the number of x-ray photons Isc that are scattered
from a single molecule to a certain pixel at position R can be calculated as

Isc =
[
r0 · Fmol(q) · eikR

]2
· ∆Ω · P ·

I0

A0
(1)

where r0 is the Thomson scattering length of the electron which is given by

r0 =
e2

4πε0mc2 = 2.82 · 10−5 Å (2)

Utilizing conventional notation, q = k − k′ is the scattering vector with k and k′
being the wavevectors of the incident and scattered waves, respectively. Fmol(q)
is the molecular scattering factor (see below). ∆Ω is the solid angle a certain pixel
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subtends to the incident XFEL beam, and P is the polarization factor depending
on the x-ray source. Since LCLS is linearly polarized (along the x-axis), P takes
the following form: P(k′) = 1 − |û · k̂′|2 with the unit vector û pointing along
the x-axis.48 Finally, the number of incident photons is given by I0 and the cross-
sectional area of the incident x-ray beam is represented by A0.

The scattering factor of a molecule Fmol(q) is modeled as the sum of the
atomic scattering factors f j(q) of the constituent j atoms (located at the positions
r j within the molecule) times the phase factor eiqr j , hence

Fmol(q) =
∑

j

f j(q) eiqr j (3)

A model of the atomic scattering factors f j has been given by Waasmaier &
Kirfel49 by modelling atomic scattering factors in dependence of the scattering
momentum transfer s = sin Θ/λ as the sum of five gaussian functions and a
constant.

f (s) =

5∑
i=1

ai e−bi s2
+ const. (4)

For the calculations presented here, the atomic scattering factors were modified
by dispersion corrections given by Henke et al.,50 thereby accounting for the
dependence of the scattering strength from the photon energy.

(1) was used to calculate the diffraction pattern for a perfectly aligned
molecule. However, the experimental diffraction pattern of an ensemble of DIBN
molecules with a finite (i. e., non-perfect) degree of alignment is the incoherent
superposition of single-molecule diffraction patterns at slightly different orien-
tations with respect to the (linear) laser polarisation of the YAG. The relative
weight of different orientations are described by an alignment-angular distribu-
tion function giving the relative population n(θ) where θ is the angle with respect
to the YAG polarisation axis. The following approximation for strong alignment
was applied in our model:51

n(θ) = exp
(
−

sin2 θ

2σ2

)
(5)

In practice, the blurred single-molecule diffraction pattern was obtained by
averaging of single-molecule diffraction patterns calculated for 1000 distinct ori-
entations of DIBN, weighted by (5). Then, this pattern is multiplied by the num-
ber of molecules N in the interaction volume V0 in order to obtain the diffraction
pattern of N molecules. However, as long as the x-ray beam is smaller than the
molecular beam, the absolute number doesn’t have to be known but rather the
number density M of molecules: The number of molecules N can be written as
N = M · V0 = M · A0 · l where the interaction volume is approximated as a
cylindrical volume of lenght l in z-direction, and, in our case, l is the width of the
molecular beam which is ≈ 4 mm (determined by the last skimmer). Therefore,
once (1) was multiplied by N, the factor N/A0 in (1) could be replaced by M · l.

Figure 4 shows simulated diffraction patterns, i. e., the number of scattered
photons on a plane detector at a camera length of 71 mm, for different degrees
of alignment for 565 000 shots (4.375 ·1012 photons/shot), and a molecular beam
density of M = 1.2 · 108 cm−3. The molecules were aligned at α = −60◦

1–27 | 9
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signal for 5 580 He atoms (d) is the same as the DIBN signal at q = 0. To illustrate
interference features (i. e., the weak first order diffraction maxima), the second row (e–h)
shows the fifth root of the normalized intensities of the first row.

with respect to the horizontal plane. White rectangles mark the position of
the pnCCDs in the experiment. Images a–c correspond to DIBN aligned with
〈cos2 θ2D〉 = 0.99 (a), 0.83 (b), 0.5 (isotropic, c). The diffraction signal from
5 580 He atoms (d) at q = 0 is equal to the diffraction signal from a single DIBN
molecule at q = 0. We do not exactly know the ratio of He atoms per DIBN
molecule in our molecular beam, but it is in the 104-105 range. In order to illus-
trate interference features of the weak first order diffraction maxima, a different
colorscale has been applied, enhancing the first-order iodine-iodine diffraction
maxima: therefore, the second row (e–h) shows the fifth root of the normalized
intensities. The main interference feature, originating in the interference of the
two iodine atoms, is clearly visible for nearly perfect alignment, i. e., in Figure 4
(e) while non-perfect alignment (f) significantly washes out the interference fea-
tures at high angles.

4 Results and discussion

Diffraction patterns INoYAG and IYAG were constructed independently for isotropic
(NoYAG) and aligned (YAG) samples, respectively, by summing all photon hits
in the energy range around 2 keV, corresponding to 1500–3200 ADU (analog-to-
digital unit, see Appendix A) into a two-dimensional histogram. The resulting
images are shown in Figure 15 c and d in Appendix A. In addition to the diffrac-
tion signal from aligned DIBN, the INoYAG- and IYAG-data contain experimental
background such as the isotropic atomic scattering from all individual atoms of
DIBN, scattering from the helium seed gas, scattering from residual gas in the
chamber, and scattering at apertures in the laser beam path. Since the scattering
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background from all these sources is the same under NoYAG and YAG condi-
tions, it cancels out when calculating IYAG − INoYAG.

Figure 5 shows the diffraction-difference pattern IYAG − INoYAG for (a) sim-
ulated and (b) experimentally recorded x-ray diffraction data. The INoYAG data
has been scaled to match the number of shots of the IYAG data. The differ-
ence is almost entirely due to the iodine-iodine interference which dominates
the anisotropic part of the scattering signal. The most notable diffraction fea-
tures are the zeroth-order maximum and the first-order minimum appearing on
the bottom pnCCD panel (i. e., at low resolution). The anisotropy of the diffrac-
tion signal of aligned DIBN is illustrated by the angular anisotropy with respect
to the alignment angle α as shown in Figure 5 c, d. This anisotropy is well beyond
statistical uncertainties, thereby demonstrating x-ray diffraction signal from the
aligned ensemble of isolated DIBN molecules.

Utilizing the iodine-iodine interference of the IYAG− INoYAG pattern, it was in-
vestigated whether the iodine-iodine distance could be estimated from the diffrac-
tion data. From ab initio calculations (GAMESS-US,33 MP2/6-311G**), a value
of 700 pm was predicted for the iodine-iodine distance. Taking into account the
wavelength of 620 pm it is clear that the interference features extend to high
scattering angles 2Θ, e. g., the first scattering maximum from the iodine-iodine
interference appears at 2Θ = 51◦ which was not covered by the detector; the outer
corner of the top pnCCD panel corresponds to 2Θ = 50◦, i. e., the resolution is
low. For this reason, direct methods such as phase-retrieval from the diffraction
pattern alone were not applied. Instead, the data was compared to models of dif-
ferent iodine-iodine distances and the best fit of a particular model to the data
was estimated as will be explained in the following.
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Figure 6 shows the diffraction-difference IYAG-INoYAG in a different repre-
sentation. The (x, y)-coordinates were transformed to (s, α)-coordinates, where
s = sin Θ/λ is the scattering vector and α is the azimuthal angle. Due to the
twofold symmetry of the diffraction pattern for rotations about the z-axis, the
upper pnCCD was rotated by 180◦ and “connected” to the bottom edge of the
lower pnCCD, thereby extending the range of s-values. Due to the masking of
pnCCD regions during the generation of photon hit lists (see Appendix A) the
active regions of the two pnCCD panels do not overlap.

Varying the iodine-iodine distance d mainly results in squeezing/stretching
of the diffraction minima/maxima in the diffraction pattern. This is most pro-
nounced along the alignment direction α = −60◦ for the first diffraction mini-
mum in our data. The intensity profile I(s) of the IYAG − INoYAG data along with
simulated I(s) profiles for varying iodine-iodine distances is shown as a function
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of the scattering vector s in Figure 7, averaged over −70◦ ≤ α ≤ −50◦. Each
graph is normalized to be independent of the exact molecular beam density M
of DIBN molecules, which merely changes the contrast, i. e., the depth of the
minimum.

The agreement of the experimental data with a particular model is estimated
in terms of a χ2-test.52 The best fit to the data, corresponding to the minimum
χ2-value, is obtained for an iodine-iodine distance of 800 pm, see Figure 7. Due
to the low resolution at the current experimental parameters, the fitting is not
very accurate. Thus, in future experiments the use of shorter wavelengths will
be crucial for an accurate determination of structural features with real atomic
resolution. At LCLS, the shortest wavelength currently available is λ ≈ 130 pm
(photon energy ∼ 9.5 keV), while the European XFEL will be able to provide
radiation at wavelengths down to λ ≈ 50 pm (photon energy > 24 keV) from
its start of operation in the near future.53 In addition, the high repetition rate of
27 000 Hz at European XFEL allows recordance of such diffraction patterns with
better statistics in even shorter amounts of time than is currently possible.

Deviations from the equilibrium geometry could be explained by radiation
damage effects, i. e., nuclear and/or electronic damage due to the intense XFEL
radiation. However, we estimate that radiation damage effects could not be
observed in our diffraction data. First, in contrast to previous experiments
explicitely investigating the radiation damage induced by strongly focused
XFEL beams,41,42,54 we deliberately worked out of focus (i. e., at ω = 30 µm),
thereby avoiding significant electronic damage effects. Secondly, the wavelength
of 620 pm and the range of recorded s-values is insufficient to resolve nuclear
motion during the 100 fs x-ray pulses. The reasoning is given in the following.

Figure 8 shows a time-of-flight spectrum, obtained by probing the molecu-
lar beam with the FEL. Iodine ions with increasing charge (I+ . . . I+7) appear in
the spectrum with decreasing intensity. In particular, singly-charged iodine I+ is
most abundant while fragments with charges higher than I+7are virtually absent

1–27 | 13
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in the spectrum. When DIBN is ionized by 2 keV photons, predominantly the
M-shell of iodine is accessed and the total photo-ionization cross-section of io-
dine of σabs = 41.92 pm2 (0.4192 Mbarn) is dominated by the cross-section of
the 3p and 3d subshells. Considering the final charge states reached via Auger
decay upon photoabsorption of a 2 keV photon in the 3p and 3d subshells of
iodine, an Auger decay similar to xenon is expected, since the electronic decay
processes do not strongly depend on the atomic number. For xenon, multiply
charged Xe+n ions are obtained from such a photoionization event,55 e. g., an
initial 3d vacancy in xenon yields Xe+4 as the most probable final charge state,
while for a 3p vacancy, the charge-state distribution is shifted upwards and peaks
around Xe+7. The most-probable final charge state has, in both cases, a proba-
bility of ≈ 50 %. Thus, by assuming similar ionization pathways for xenon and
iodine, the absorption of a single 2 keV photon by DIBN is likely to result in a
charge state distribution of DIBN peaking at DIBN+4 or higher charges. Hence,
iodine charge states of I+1 to I+7 could be entirely due to absorption of only a
single photon. We conclude that typically one photon is absorbed per molecule.
In the following, absorption of two or more photons is neglected.

For the moderate fluence conditions in our experiment, the probability pabs
for single-photon absorption of DIBN can be calculated based on the photoab-
sorption cross section of atomic iodine σabs = 41.92 pm2 (0.4192 Mbarn).56 Tak-
ing into account the number of photons Nphotons = 4.375 ·1012 and the interaction
area A0 = 7.068 · 10−10 m2 (706.8 µm2), the probability for photoabsorption of a
2 keV photon by a single iodine atom is pabs = 0.25, hence the probability for a
DIBN molecule (i. e., two iodine atoms) is 0.5, i. e., half of the DIBN molecules
absorb an x-ray photon, and, eventually, become multiply ionized by Auger re-
laxation and fragment due to Coulomb explosion.

We estimate the influence of scattering from fragmenting DIBN on the
diffraction pattern in terms of a simple mechanical model concerning only nu-
clear damage, i. e., motion of ionic fragments happening during the 100 fs
(FWHM) x-ray pulse due to Coulomb explosion. The effective spatial distri-
bution of the two main scattering centers, i. e., the two iodine atoms, seen by the
entire FEL during a single shot is estimated, taking into account the gradual ion-
ization during the course of the FEL pulse, the total amount of ionization, and
the velocity distribution obtained from the measured momentum distributions of
I+ ions.
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A one-dimensional cut along the x-axis through the momentum distribution
in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 9. It represents the measured I+-velocity distri-
bution vI+ in the laboratory frame. The data can be approximated by a Gaus-
sian distribution with mean µ = 2700 m/s and width σ = 700 m/s. Consider-
ing momentum conservation, the distribution of the relative velocities vI–I of the
two iodine atoms is then given by a Gaussian distribution with µv = 4200 m/s
and σv = 1090 m/s. Since a complete velocity distribution of all ions has not
been determined experimentally, this model assumes fragmentation into I+ and
[C7H3IN]+n.† The resulting velocity distribution of I+ fragments from ionized
molecules is

vI–I = C · exp
(
−

(v − µv)2

2σ2
v

)
(6)

with the normalization constant C (such that
∫

vI–Idv = 1). This translates into a
spatial distribution of I–I distances s(∆t, d) by the substitution d = v ∆t, with the
period ∆t = t − ti between ionization time ti and observation time t.

At each time t the probability for photoabsorption and ionization of molecules
is fionized(t) = IFEL(t) · σabs · N/A0 with the FEL intensity IFEL(t), the photoab-
sorption cross section σabs, the number of molecules N, and the interaction
area A0. N/A0 can be substituted by M · l with the molecular beam density M
and the length of the interaction volume in z-direction l (see section 3), hence
fionized(t) = IFEL(t) · σabs ·M · l. For each time t, the distribution of I–I distances
is given as the sum of intact-molecules with distances d0 and the distributions of
all previously ionized molecules

s(t, d) = Fintact(t) · N · s(0, d0) +

t∑
ti=0

s(t − ti, d) · fionized(ti) (7)

with the fraction Fintact(t) of intact molecules at time t and the fraction fionized(ti)
of molecules ionized at a certain particular time ti with the property that∑t

ti=0 fionized(ti) = Fionized(t), see Figure 9 b.
The spatial distribution of I–I distances as seen by the FEL pulse is the sum

over s(t, d) for all times, weighted by the instantaneous normalized FEL intensity
Inorm
FEL (t) = IFEL(t)/

∑
IFEL(t):

S (d) =
∑

t

s(t, d) · Inorm
FEL (t) (8)

This distribution is shown in Figure 10 a. The corresponding cumulative distribu-
tion of I–I distances is illustrated by the solid blue line in Figure 10 b. The latter
gives the amount of molecules with I–I distances equal to or less than the given
distance summed over the entire FEL pulse, e. g., 75 % of the elastically scattered
photons originate from scattering at intact molecules (i. e., I-I-distance at equi-
librium distance of 700 pm) and another 15 % (20 %) of the diffraction signal

†We note that this model contains two simplifications: First, the time for acceleration of the fragments
as well as the time for ionization, i. e., the finite delay for Auger decay and subsequent charge rear-
rangement after photoabsorption was not taken into account (i. e., set to zero). Therefore, our model
overestimates the atomic displacements. However, this is partly counteracted by the fact that higher
charged I+n fragments recoil faster than I+ and hence lead to larger atomic displacements, which is
not considered, because these momentum distributions of higher charged I+n fragments were not
measured.
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originates from scattering of molecules corresponding to I–I distances that are
less than 200 pm (330 pm) longer than the 700 pm equilibrium distance. These
distances correspond to the red (yellow) shaded regions in Figure 10. These dam-
aged molecules might contribute to the experimentally determined elongated I–I
distance of 800 pm in the minimum of the χ2-fit. However, since the range of
s-values (scattering vectors) covered is too small, these effects cannot be fully
resolved in the current experiment with 620 pm wavelength radiation. Further
suppressing such effects on the diffraction pattern could, for instance, be accom-
plished by using shorter pulses. For 10 fs practically no damage would be ob-
served and even for the same pulse energy 95 % of the molecules would be at
equilibrium distance to within 40 pm.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We experimentally demonstrated coherent x-ray diffractive imaging of laser-
aligned gas-phase samples of the prototypical complex molecule 2,5-
diiodobenzonitrile at the LCLS XFEL. This x-ray diffraction experiment resem-
bles Young’s double slit experiment on the atomic level due to the two-center
interference of the two heavy iodine atoms. We implemented a state-of-the-art
molecular beam setup in the CAMP experimental chamber at the AMO beam-
line of LCLS, utilized quantum-state selection of a cold molecular beam, and
demonstrated the preparation of a strongly aligned ensemble of isolated gas-
phase molecules. The controlled samples of DIBN were probed by the x-ray
pulses in order to measure x-ray diffraction from these ensembles of aligned
DIBN. Exploiting the high spectral resolution of the pnCCD detectors, we could
successfully retrieve single scattered photons above noise and derive the molec-
ular diffraction patterns from the weak and noisy signals. On average, 0.2 pho-
tons/shot were recorded on the camera. However, the angular structures con-
tained in the diffraction patterns are well beyond experimental noise, i. e., we
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succeeded to observe the two-center interference of the two heavy iodine atoms
in the diffraction pattern which confirms the observation of a successful diffrac-
tion measurement from aligned DIBN. Even despite the limited resolution, i. e.,
the long wavelength and the correspondingly limited range of scattering vectors s
recorded, the heavy-atom distance was experimentally obtained and it is consis-
tent with the computed molecular structure. Future experiments toward atomic
resolution imaging will have to use shorter wavelength and collect diffraction
data at higher resolution.

Our experiment confirms the feasibility of coherent x-ray diffractive imaging
of small isolated gas-phase molecules and hence provides a first step towards
single-molecule imaging at atomic resolution. Our controlled delivery approach
is capable to provide three-dimensional alignment and orientation,11,14,57 which
would allow the determination of the 3D molecular structure using a tomographic
approach similar to electron diffraction15 or photoelectron tomography.58

Envisioned future experiments plan to make use of the unique short pulses of
the XFELs in order to conduct fs pump-probe experiments in order to investigate
ultrafast structural dynamics during, e. g., chemical reactions and open up a new
field for experiments in femtochemistry and molecular dynamics. For the record-
ing of molecular movies of ultrafast dynamics, x rays offer several advantages
over electrons: x-ray pulses do not suffer from space-charge broadening of pulses
nor from pump-probe velocity mismatch.59,60 Hence, x-ray pulses from XFELs
will permit better temporal resolution. Pulses as short as a 2–5 fs are already rou-
tinely created at XFELs,61,62 and attosecond x-ray pulses are discussed.63 These
short pulses will allow the observation of the fastest nuclear motion and, more-
over, the investigation of ultrafast electron dynamics, such as charge migration
and charge transfer processes in molecular and chemical processes.64,65

We analyzed how damage effects can be avoided by using short pulses of low
fluence at high repetition rates, which will be available at future XFELs, such as
the upcoming European XFEL that will operate at 27 000 x-ray pulses/second.
Our approach is suitable to study larger molecules provided moderately dense
molecular beams of these samples can be generated. Hence, it should be applica-
ble for coherent diffractive imaging of isolated biomolecules, as envisioned for a
long time.5,6,66,67
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Fig. 11 Single shot raw data frames of an example dataset for the NoYAG case (a,b) and
the YAG case (c).

Appendix A Data acquisition and conditioning of x-ray
diffraction data

X-ray diffraction data was recorded by the pnCCD photon detectors with the
LCLS operating at 60 Hz. The YAG was operating at 30 Hz, hence single-shot
YAG and NoYAG data was recorded in an alternating manner. The YAG and
LCLS laser were propagating collinearly (see Figure 1) which resulted in severe
background levels from the YAG on the pnCCD despite the filters. This back-
ground as well as camera artifacts, known from dark frame measurements, were
subtracted from the single shot data. The necessary single-photon counting re-
quired operation of the pnCCD cameras at the highest possible gain in order to
give a good separation of 2 keV and optical and NIR photons (the latter from
the YAG). Spectroscopic discrimination of rare events, i. e., single 2 keV x-ray
photons, could be performed due to the high energy resolution of the pnCCD
camera.27 In this chapter we describe the steps necessary to correct the single-
shot diffraction data for all artifacts and backgrounds. All processing of the data
was performed using the CFEL-ASG Software Suite (CASS).32

Figure 11 shows typical examples of single shot raw data frames for both
panels of the pnCCD camera for (a, b) NoYAG and (c) YAG, which contain
many artifacts. The measured pnCCD signals are given in ADU (analog-to-
digital unit). The most significant difference between NoYAG and YAG data
is the region of partly saturated signal at the inner edges of the two pnCCD pan-
els in the YAG case. These signals are based on imperfect shielding of both
pnCCD panels from near-infrared (NIR) photons especially at their respective
edges.‡ This contribution to the experimental background is referred to as “YAG
background”. Furthermore, the single shot data contains pnCCD based artifacts
such as offset- and gain variations, “hot pixels” or even “hot rows/channels”, and
time-dependent readout fluctuations called “common mode” (during read out of
the pnCCDs, charges are shifted towards the ASIC along the horizontal direc-
tion). The pnCCD consist of 16 CAMEX modules.§ The pnCCD-based artifacts
and distinct offset within the 16 CAMEX modules become more obvious when
zooming into the colorscale, see Figure 11 (b).¶

‡The charge created by a single YAG photon is less than a 1/500th of the charge created by a single
2 keV x-ray photon. However, due to the high YAG intensity, many YAG photons pile up in a single
pixel, especially in the regions not shielded thoroughly by the filters.
§For a description of the CAMEX modules, see references 27, 28.
¶Although there is a channel-specific offset and gain variation, all channels within the same CAMEX

have similar gain and the difference of the channel-specific gain between distinct CAMEX is more
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In our experiment, scattering from ensembles of isolated molecules is very
weak; in particular the probability for two or more x-ray photons scattered
to the same pixel on the detector within the same single shot is negligible
small. Therefore, single x-ray photon hits could be found by spectroscopic, i. e.,
energy-dependent discrimination of single-shot data which was corrected for all
pnCCD artifacts and the YAG background. The measured ADU value is propor-
tional to the energy and a single 2 keV x-ray photon corresponds to a value of
≈2600 ADU.

Figure 12 shows histograms for the 1024 × 1024 pnCCD values of the sin-
gle shot data frames given in Figure 11 (a–c). There is a constant offset of
≈ 2400 ADU in most pixels and in both cases (YAG and NoYAG). In the YAG
case, in addition to the pnCCD-based offset, there is the huge background at the
inner (and outer edges) of the two pnCCD panels, resulting in a shift of the spec-
trum towards higher values.

The YAG background was utilized to reliably distinguish single-shot YAG
from single-shot NoYAG data. Figure 13 shows a histogram of the integrated
pnCCD signals for single YAG/NoYAG shots for an example dataset, illustrating
the clear separation of YAG and NoYAG shots. The variation in the YAG case is

pronounced than the gain variation within one CAMEX.
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Fig. 14 Single shot pnCCD data frames, corrected for channel-dependent offset and
common mode.

due to the YAG intensity, varying on a shot-to-shot level.
First during the data conditioning process, single-shot YAG and NoYAG data

was separated based on the integrated pnCCD signals. Then, the data was cor-
rected for offset by subtracting an offset map, the latter obtained from averaging
single shot pnCCD data under “dark” conditions. The common mode was cor-
rected for by subtracting the median value along each vertical row from this row,
separately for the upper and lower pnCCD panel. Figure 14 shows the resulting
frames for the YAG and NoYAG case. The channel-specific offset variation was
successfully corrected for. The NoYAG data is close to 0 value for almost every
pixel while the YAG data still contains the severe background from the YAG.

The YAG background scattering was corrected for by subtracting a averaged
YAG data frame, scaled to match the total intensity of the particular individual
single-shot data frame, from the individual single-shot YAG frame. This method
works reliable since the total YAG intensity is varying on a shot-to-shot level but
the spatial distribution of the YAG on the pnCCD is independent of a certain shot
(i. e., it can be scaled by a single number).

As a result from the steps mentioned above, the single-shot data frames were
corrected for all backgrounds and artifacts except rare events such as single
2 keV x-ray photons scattered from the molecular sample. These photons, at
≈ 2600 ADU, were found by thresholding the background-corrected data frames
and considering the charge spread of the x-ray photons: a 2 keV photon absorbed
in the pnCCD creates a charge cloud which can cross the barrier of a single pixel
and hence can give signals in two (or more) adjacent pixels. At 2 keV, almost
all photon hits are single- or double-pixel hits (the latter is the case in which the
charge cloud diffuses into a single neighboring pixel adjacent to the pixel where
the photon is initially absorbed). This is justified by the experimental results,
where 64 % of all x-ray attributed hits are single-pixel hits, 35 % are double-pixel
hits while < 1 % make up for the rest. These photon hits were found by thresh-
olding the background-corrected single-shot YAG and NoYAG data frames and
combining adjacent pixels exceeding the threshold of 500 ADU. The x-ray hits
found by this procedure were written to a list containing the coordinates, ADU
value, and number of pixels the hit was combined from. By limiting the number
of pixels a hit can be made of to six, rare events such as high energy particles im-
pinging on the detector were neglected. Then, corrections for channel-dependent
gain and charge-transfer-efficiency were applied to the energy values of the pho-
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Fig. 15 Spectra of the hits for NoYAG (a) and YAG (b) for hits made up out of
1–2 pixels; spatial intensity distributions IYAG, INoYAG of these hits in the energy interval
1500–3200 ADU (c, d), i. e., the “diffraction patterns”. The raw data was convolved with
a gaussian kernel.

ton hits (although these corrections didn’t affect the spatial distribution and also
have almost no effect on the spectral distribution of the hits as well). Photon hits
for certain regions of pixels were always neglected. This included “hot pixel”
regions as well as the parts of the pnCCD that were (completely or nearly) sat-
urated by YAG photons. The latter regions showed a high fluctuation of signal
and, therefore, could not be thresholded successfully.

Figure 15 a, b show spectra of all photon hits from the NoYAG (a) and YAG
(b) data. The spectrum is peaks at 2600 ADU, thereby matching expectations.
The width of the peak can be attributed the energy resolution of the pnCCDs, the
photon energy jitter of LCLS, and to the event recombination of double pixel hits
(the latter being the major contribution to the broadening of the spectrum).

In the energy interval 1500–3200 ADU there are 172 499 photons for the
NoYAG and 111 560 photons for the YAG data which are used for data analysis.
The data was obtained from 842 722 shots (NoYAG) and 563 453 shots (YAG)
respectively, hence the average hit rate on the whole pnCCD detector was 0.204
(0.197) photons/shot for the NoYAG (YAG) data. The spatial distribution of
these photon hits, i. e., the diffraction patterns INoYAG and IYAG, are shown in
Figure 15 c, d and are analyzed as described in section 4.
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